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EXT. MELBOURNE TOWN HALL - NIGHT

MONTAGE: Archival footage of the Melbourne Town Hall’s grand

entrance during Comedy Festival season.

-The portico bustling with patrons, ushers shepherding them

up and down the great marble steps.

-Laughter, murmuring, ushers shouting - frenetic energy.

SUPER: 25 Metres Above Sea Level - Melbourne Town Hall

CUT TO:

INT. MTH BASEMENT CORRIDOR - NIGHT

A dark & dusty corridor, lit overhead by cold halogen.

SUPER: 22 Metres Above Sea Level - "The Basement"

MARTINE, 26, makes her way down it. Large forehead, thick

glasses. A black cord connects an earpiece to a radio

clipped to her belt. She carries a double-ring binder.

She’s wearing an abrasively yellow shirt. Small font:

’Comedy Brought To You By’, big font: ’JAMESON IRISH WHISKEY

- LAUGH RESPONSIBLY (ALSO DRINK!)’.

Ahead of her sits a sliding door entrance to THE BASEMENT.

Beside the door is a blackboard sign and a fold-out chair.

She rests her binder on the chair - it reads Front of House.

Sound emanates from The Basement - a microphone is tapped.

GAZZA (O.S.)

Testing, testing, 1, 2, 3. Recent

testing reveals I caught 1, 2, 3

strains of hepatitis.

Ugh. Martine mimes a gun to her head in mock suicide...

But she doesn’t pull the trigger. Lifting up the back of her

shirt she mimes tucking it in her belt. Hidden for later.

Grimacing, she enters.

INT. "THE BASEMENT" - NIGHT

The "venue" is, truly, a basement storeroom. Seats about 20.

’GAZZA’ GILROY - 58, white, leathery - stands on stage.

(CONTINUED)
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GAZZA

My wife accused me of having a

mistress the other night. I said

darl, all m’stress comes from you.

He looks out to the empty audience. A dank cleaner’s mop

sits propped up against a seat in the front row.

Close up on the mop. It doesn’t laugh.

GAZZA

Because marriage is a bloody

prison, right fellas?

The mop falls to the ground. Gazza looks past - to Martine.

GAZZA

Oi, no free previews.

MARTINE

I’m your Front Of House, Mar-

GAZZA

Usher Girl! Finally! What are

ticket sales looking like tonight?

I don’t perform to less than 15.

You’re done testing sound, right?

Gazza looks to the corner of the room. Martine turns to spot

KAI - 29, "Technical Staff" - at the lighting deck.

They lock eyes, a charged moment of unspoken angst and-

GAZZA

Tech Boy, Usher Girl, this isn’t a

B&S ball and I’ve gotta take a

leak. Ticket numbers? If it’s less

than 15 I may as well go home now.

Awkward, Martine and Kai break their gaze.

Martine nods at Gazza, presses a hand to her radio earpiece.

MARTINE

Basement to Box Office.

INT. BOX OFFICE BOOTH - NIGHT

BOX OFFICE TINA (or BOT), 32, sits at her desk. She wears

the bold, chunky jewellery of a truly unhinged person.

Next to a computer sits a radio. It crackles to life.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTINE (V.O.)

Repeat, Basement to Box Office?

BOT pauses for a moment, giving a devilish smile.

INT. "THE BASEMENT" - NIGHT

We hear what Martine hears - BOT’s voice comes through the

earpiece small and tinny.

BOT (V.O.)

Go for Box Office.

MARTINE

Can I get a numbers check for

tonight’s 7:30 Basement show? Over.

Beat.

BOT (V.O.)

Box Office to Basement -

congratulations, looks like you’re

sitting on a full house. Over.

MARTINE

Brilliant, thank you so much. Over.

Martine turns to Gazza.

MARTINE

You’re at capacity, well done.

GAZZA

Knew it. I bet you youngsters are

probably too busy tweeting pics of

your bowel movements, but I’m a

household name in this city.

Gazza struts to exit The Basement but pauses at the door.

GAZZA

There’s nothing on this earth that

can stand between me and my

audience - and survive.

He leaves, already unbuckling his belt as he goes.

Beat.

KAI

Listen, we should talk-

(CONTINUED)
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MARTINE

Jesus Christ, who exactly is this

’household name’?

Kai gulps. Martine’s steering the conversation.

KAI

Well, uh, he told me he was almost

one of the guys who did the

blackface skit on Hey Hey, It’s

Saturday.

MARTINE

What do you mean almost? So he’s

not even a famous racist? I’m

ushering for a reserve team racist?

Kai nods.

MARTINE

No wonder they put him in The

Basement - where baby boomers and

street magicians come to die.

KAI

Martine, about Edinburgh Fringe-

MARTINE

No thanks. I enforce a strict ’what

happens in Vegas’ moratorium on all

past festivals. I mean it was

Scotland - that’s basically the

international waters of drunken

mistakes.

Kai winces a little at ’mistakes’.

KAI

It’s just that there’s something

you should probably know-

Gazza strides in, buckling his belt and cutting Kai off.

Beat.

Gazza puts a hand up to his nose and sniffs. Shrugs.

GAZZA

My watch has got us at 15 minutes

to showtime - Usher Girl, you

should probably head out there to

manage any incoming fans.

Martine gives him a well-trained customer service smile.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTINE

And you should break a leg!

KAI

Wait-

Martine turns, closing The Basement doors behind her.

INT. MTH BASEMENT CORRIDOR - NIGHT

Martine steps into the coldly-lit corridor. It’s deserted.

CUT TO:

SUPER: 16 Minutes Later...

The corridor remains deserted. Martine’s begun to stress.

GAZZA (O.S.)

Where are they?

She spins on her heels to spot a fuming, beetroot-red Gazza.

MARTINE

It’s a tough venue to find, I’m

sure they’re just lost and-

GAZZA

All of them? Every member of my

sold out show got lost? Together?

Let’s hope they don’t have to eat

each other for nutrition!

Kai, his brow creased in discomfort, enters the corridor.

KAI

Can we maybe lift the moratorium

for a bit-

MARTINE

Now’s not a good time. Get the

house music up, I’ll go hunt them

down.

GAZZA

Yes, do your job and usher my fans

from wherever they are to the seats

in that room facing the stage -

does that sound doable?

(CONTINUED)
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KAI

I really think-

BOT (V.O.)

(through Martine’s earpiece)

Box Office to Basement.

Martine stops in her tracks. She raises a hand to her

earpiece. Slowly. Looking on, Kai’s face drops.

MARTINE

Go for Basement.

INT. BOX OFFICE BOOTH - NIGHT

BOT sits at her desk, a look of pure pleasure painted across

her face. Each word she says drips with a sadistic thrill.

BOT

Just checking in on how your 7:30

show is going. Over.

MARTINE (V.O.)

Well, actually, we’re having a bit

of trouble locating the

ticket-holders. Over.

BOT

What ticket holders? Over.

INT. MTH BASEMENT CORRIDOR - NIGHT

Martine takes a deep breath in, her chin quivering.

GAZZA

What’s going on? What are they

saying? Is it about my fans?

Martine turns herself away from Gazza.

MARTINE

Sorry there Box Office, I didn’t

quite catch that. Could you repeat?

Over.

BOT (V.O.)

You heard me. Over.

GAZZA

Did they print the wrong time on

the tickets? It’s that leftie

’daylight savings’ bullshit, right?

(CONTINUED)
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MARTINE

My understanding was that the venue

was sold out tonight. Over.

INT. BOX OFFICE BOOTH - NIGHT

BOT laughs to herself, shakes her head.

BOT

And my understanding was values,

like honesty and integrity,

actually mattered. My understanding

was that I could take my eyes off

my boyfriend for five minutes

without some random usher

jumping him. A festival is its own

ecosystem. It lives and dies within

the space of a month. It’s... a

delicate balance, that relies on

every working cog acting with

decorum, knowing their place.

You’re just an usher - I’m Box

Office, bitch. I can make or break

your show. And so I will.

As the monologue has progressed BOT’s voice has dropped an

octave - cold, bitter, dark. She looks down at a photo in

her hand. Her and Kai. His eyes have been scratched out.

INT. MTH BASEMENT CORRIDOR - NIGHT

Martine stands, lost for words, her eyes darting between

desolate Kai and frustrated Gazza.

Beat.

BOT (V.O.)

Over.

The radio crackles off. Martine takes a moment to regain

that blistering customer service smile. Pure performance.

MARTINE

Yes, yes. Yes of course - gotcha.

No you hang up. Okay bye. Over.

She turns to Gazza with an apologetic look.

MARTINE

Unfortunately no one will be

attending tonight. It can happen

for a lot of opening night shows.

(CONTINUED)
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GAZZA

But you said I was sold out.

Martine’s eyes dart over to Kai. A hopeless puppy.

MARTINE

I... I misspoke, originally. I made

a mistake.

Hate eeks out of Gazza with each broad syllable.

GAZZA

Nothing gets in between me & my

fans, and survives. I hope you

remember that for tomorrow night.

And with that he’s gone. Kai breathes out, exhausted.

KAI

I’m going to throw up. I’m going

home.

MARTINE

No. Stay.

Beat.

MARTINE

Well, the show wasn’t formally

cancelled. Let’s just round out the

hour. I may as well get paid

something for tonight.

CUT TO:

INT. "THE BASEMENT" - LATER

Martine lays down on-stage, illuminated from above. Kai sits

at the lighting deck, cycling through blue, green, pink...

MARTINE

You were the only non-clown I slept

with at Edinburgh Fringe.

KAI

What?

MARTINE

I slept with so many clowns at

Fringe they almost programmed me as

a performance artist. Then I had to

screw up my streak by sleeping with

(MORE)
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MARTINE (cont’d)
a human. Clowns never have

possessive girlfriends.

KAI

I should have told you I had a

girlfriend at the time. Did I tell

you? I can’t remember.

MARTINE

It wouldn’t have stopped me. I’m

not that good a person.

Beat.

MARTINE

But I think we can get through

this. Who really cares if someone

like Gazza has a good run or not?

As long as I don’t get his hopes up

about ticket sales again, he can’t

really blame me for poor turnout.

We lay low, we keep this a secret,

we keep our jobs and don’t starve.

Martine raises her wrist above her, checking her watch.

MARTINE

And there’s our hour.

Just as she’s getting up there’s a knock at the door.

ZARA - 23, short - waddles inside. She has a natural,

genuine smile, brighter than any of Kai’s rigs.

ZARA

Hi there, my name’s Zara. Has Gary

Gilroy already finished his show?

MARTINE

Did you have a ticket? The show

finished... a while ago.

ZARA

No, no. I’m a comedian. It’s

actually kind of incredible, this

is my first time doing an hour at

the festival but the lady in Box

Office arranged for me to do my

show right here, in the Town Hall.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTINE

Under the Town Hall. But still -

the Box Office lady?

Martine shares a concerned look with Kai.

ZARA

Is it okay if we do some soundtests

now... sorry, I didn’t even catch

your names.

KAI

Kai.

MARTINE

Martine. Listen Zara. The Basement

is a pretty small venue and-

ZARA

There are no small venues; only

small comedians.

MARTINE

...and comedians here don’t always

get the numbers they might expect.

ZARA

Oh don’t worry. I’m just starting

out - I know I won’t get as many

audience members as someone like

Gazza Gilroy probably got tonight.

Kai chucks Martine a stare that screams ’oh no’.

ZARA

Even just a fraction of the number

he got, to run the material by.

CUT TO:

SUPER: 30 Minutes Later...

Zara stands on stage, mic in hand, ready to go. Soft music

plays in the background. Martine stands by the door.

ZARA

No one’s coming, are they?

Martine shakes her head, her poker face revealing nothing.

ZARA

No, it’s okay. It’s just... could I

ask a big favour? You’re allowed to

(MORE)
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ZARA (cont’d)
say no but... would you guys watch

my hour? Just so I can run it.

CUT TO:

Kai and Martine nestled in the front row of seats. Next to a

dank cleaner’s mop.

Music swells as we stick on Kai and Martine’s facial

expressions - uneasy at first, but then punctured by easy

laughter. We cut through moments of joy, laughter, tears.

FADE TO:

INT. MTH BASEMENT CORRIDOR - NIGHT

Zara has collected her things, about to leave for the night.

Martine and Kai stand by The Basement door.

MARTINE

That was incredible.

KAI

Amazing. Truly.

Zara blushes - she’s truly gracious.

ZARA

Thank you both so much. Now I can’t

wait to perform it for a real

audience.

Crackle - Martine’s earpiece comes to life as BOT’s low,

mean laugh penetrates her ear before cutting out.

Martine doesn’t crack.

MARTINE

Yes. I can’t wait either.

Zara skips away, filled with the joy of hope and naivety.

KAI

That was... she’s one of the best

comedians at this festival.

MARTINE

Yes.

(CONTINUED)
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KAI

And no one’s ever going to see her

show, are they?

MARTINE

No.

Beat. Martine grabs both of Kai’s shoulders in a vice grip.

MARTINE

And we cannot let anyone find out

that it’s because of us.

Kai nods, pulling himself away from her and then exiting

down the corridor.

Martine stays, washed out under the cold halogen light of

the Basement corridor. She sighs.

Slowly, she pulls her arm behind her, grabs the mime gun she

had tucked in her pants from before, and holds it up against

her temple.

Her hand shakes violently. She doesn’t want to die.

CUT TO BLACK:


